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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a predictive study on the progress of con-
versations. Specifically, we estimate the residual life for
conversations, which is defined as the count of new turns to
occur in a conversation thread. While most previous work fo-
cus on coarse-grained estimation that classifies the number of
coming turns into two categories, we study fine-grained cat-
egorization for varying lengths of residual life. To this end,
we propose a hierarchical neural model that jointly explores
indicative representations from the content in turns and the
structure of conversations in an end-to-end manner. Extensive
experiments on both human-human and human-machine con-
versations demonstrate the superiority of our proposed model
and its potential helpfulness in chatbot response selection.

Index Terms— Conversation Understanding, Dialogue
System, Social Computing, User Behavior Analysis, Natural
Language Processing

1. INTRODUCTION

Conversations play an important role in opinion exchange and
idea sharing in our daily life. We are involved in a wide va-
riety of conversations every day, ranging from meetings for
project collaboration to chitchats for forming our personal
ideology. Being in these conversations, it sometimes occurs
to us that the conversation is out of control. One example is
the raise of red herrings that distracts the focus of a meeting
and result in lengthy and meaningless arguments. Another
example is the appearance of a conversation killer in an in-
teresting and active chat that turns all other participants away
and ruins their experience of being engaged.

In light of these concerns, there exits a pressing need to
track the conversation progress [1, 2, 3] and advancing the
user interaction experience [4, 5, 6]. It is hence interesting
to investigate whether the progress of a conversation can be
algorithmically predicted, given the first few turns. To that
end, we approach this problem via estimating the conversa-
tions’ residual life, which is defined as how many new turns
a conversation thread will receive [4]. Specifically, following
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[T1]: I was a registered libertarian for 10 years. I left after 2008 financial
meltdown, which proved conclusively we MUST have regulations.
[T2]: interesting, how will having more rules stop people from commit-
ting crimes? Death penalty doesn’t stop murder
[T3]: great topic that has absolutely nothing to do with financial regula-
tion. Any other non sequiturs?
[T4]: no. Alot of good it did stopping the Wells Fargo fiasco tho
[T5]: it did stop it. Don’t you get that? Laws existed so they couldn’t
willfully continue. Which is my point. Lib would make that legal
...

Fig. 1: A Twitter conversation snippet. [Ti]: The i-th turn in
the conversation snippet. There are nine new turns to occur.

previous work [7] roughly dividing conversations into four
stages, we define conversations’ residual life in each stage to
be very long, long, short, and very short. Foreseeing a con-
versation’s progress will help one in doing the right things at
the right time. For instance, when curing conversations, it is
inappropriate to recommend ending discussions for users to
be involved. Another promising application is on response
selection [8, 9], where participants might want to forecast the
risks in their responses that will inadvertently kill an active
conversation. Particularly in human-computer interactions,
our study can help chatbots in identifying responses that ac-
tively move a conversation forward. Without adopting such
strategy, it is likely that a chatbot yield generic and boring re-
sponses, such as “ I don’t know” and “Me too” [10, 11, 12,
13], and thus turn human participants away.

To date, most progress made in related fields has been
limited to the coarse-grained categorization for human-
human conversations, such as the detection of “active” dis-
cussions [14, 4] and ended chats [5]; while we look at a
wider range of conversation genres in both human-human
and human-machine conversations, where a conversation’s
progress is estimated via fine-grained residual life prediction
in four ordered categories. Such study, to the best of our
knowledge, has never been explored before. Another line
in previous research predicts user responses for individual
social media messages, such as the number of replies or
retweets [15], message diffusion patterns [16, 17, 18], etc.
Different from them, we focus on response prediction at con-
versation level, where the entire context of a conversation is
examined for estimating its future trajectory.
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To illustrate how the history contexts can affect residual
life of conversations, Figure 1 displays a snippet of Twitter
conversation about “financial regulation”. From the snippet,
it is observed that the conflicting opinions voiced via mak-
ing statements (in T1), showing doubts (in T2), expressing
disagreement and asking questions (in T3), etc., result in the
back-and-forth debate fashion, which in fact carries the dis-
cussion on for another nine turns. Thus we argue that effective
estimation of residual life requires an understanding on both
turn content and conversation structure. To this end, we pro-
pose a hierarchical neural model that jointly exploits the con-
tent representations of turns and the structure representations
from turn interactions in an end-to-end manner. In contrast to
most existing methods that rely on manually-crafted features,
such as topology structure of conversations [17, 18], simple
lexical statistics [15, 19], and social networks of users [14,
16, 4], our model does not require features from either man-
ual design or external resource. Such capability ensures our
generality in the scenarios where some certain information is
unavailable. Moreover, our model explores two tasks simul-
taneously, one is to distinguish ongoing and ended conversa-
tions, and the other is to tackle fine-grained categorization for
the residual life, where the latter one serves as our focus and
is in a more challenging scenario.

To evaluate our proposed model, we experiment on both
human-human and human-machine conversation datasets in
our experiments. The results show that our model outper-
forms baselines based on handcrafted features. For exam-
ple, our model achieves 48.0% accuracy on human-machine
conversations, compared with 35.3% given by a prior model
based on hand-coded features [4]. To better understand our
superiority, a case study on Twitter conversations is provided
and the results demonstrate that our model is able to capture
indicative representations in the conversation history. More
interestingly, we present a preliminary discussion on the cor-
relation between the predicted residual life and manual anno-
tation of the response quality and point out our potential to
benefit response selection for chatbots.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1. Basic Notions for Conversations

We follow the definitions for common concepts of conversa-
tions from previous studies [20, 21]. The unit of a conversa-
tion is a turn, defined as an utterance given by one partici-
pant. Specifically, for most social media conversations [22],
e.g., Twitter and online forums, a message being part of a
discussion is considered as a turn. For human-machine con-
versations, a human-written prompt or a machine-generated
response refers to a turn.

A sequence of turns forms a conversation thread where
normally, for each two adjacent turns, the latter one replies to

Dataset # of Avg turns Avg length |Vocab|convs per conv per turn
Twitter 49,290 8.67 16.58 194,629
Movie 100,648 4.77 10.41 67,247
Wiki 40,890 4.05 38.87 118,111
ChatbotCN 34,270 7.09 5.74 35,393

Table 1: Statistics of datasets. # of convs: conversation count.
Avg turns per conv: average turns per conversation. Avg
length per turn: average word number per turn.

the previous one.1 We then clarify this definition for two dif-
ferent cases. For multi-party conversations, e.g., most social
media discussions, an entire conversation (with an original
post and all its direct and indirect replies) is organized in tree
structure [23], because a message may spark multiple replies.
Under this circumstance, we consider a root-to-leaf path of
such trees as a conversation thread. For conversations held
between two participants, e.g., most human-machine conver-
sations, the turns in a conversation thread can be modeled in
the chronological order. For our task, a conversation thread
serves as a data instance, and for human-machine conversa-
tions, their residual life only takes human turns into account
as machines will always answer a human prompt.

To track the progress of a conversation, we follow previ-
ous study [7] to assume that a conversation, from the greet-
ings at the very beginning to the farewells at the closing, can
be roughly segmented into four stages, each interpreted as
childhood, adolescence, adulthood, and old age in its life
cycle. Conversations in each stage in order further have their
residual life to fall into one of the following categories: very
short, short, long, and very long.

2.2. A Study on Conversation Data

To study residual life of real-life conversations, we conduct a
pilot data analysis. Here we collect and investigate four con-
versation datasets, three of which are human-human conver-
sations and the rest human-machine conversations. Statistics
of the four datasets are shown in Table 1: 80% for training,
10% validation, and 10% test.

Data Collection. We collect three human-human conver-
sation datasets, one from Twitter (henceforth Twitter), one
movie scripts (henceforth Movie), and one Wikipedia talk-
pages2 (henceforth Wiki).

For Twitter, we first collected seed tweets initializing
conversations using Twitter Streaming API3 from January to
December, 2016. Then, we used the names of authors and
the IDs of seed tweets to locate the corresponding discussion
pages and obtained the conversations via HTML page crawl-
ing and parsing. Finally, we recovered the missing messages

1In this paper, unless otherwise stated, a conversation is used as the short
form for a conversation thread.

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Talk pages
3https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/filter-realtime/overview
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(a) Residual Life (b) All Turns

Fig. 2: The turn distributions for conversations corresponding
to residual life (on the left) and all turns (on the right). The
historical axis shows the number of turns and the vertical axis
indicates the proportion of conversations (%).

using Twitter search API4 recursively with “in-reply-to” re-
lations (the HTML pages only display partial conversations).
The Movie dataset is released by [24], which contains fic-
tional conversations held between two characters from movie
scripts. It is close to off-line conversations held in our daily
life [5]. The Wiki dataset is released by [4] consisting of edi-
tor discussions on Wikipedia projects and exhibiting working
discussion styles. 5 In particular, as Twitter and Wiki con-
versations are multi-party conversations in tree structure,
we randomly select a root-to-leaf path from each tree as a
conversation thread as [5].

Besides talks among human participants, we also study
human-machine conversations and collect a dataset from the
chatting logs between anonymous users and a Chinese online
chatbot (henceforth ChatbotCN), where users may chitchat
on a wide range of topics. For each user, we segment the
corresponding logs into varying conversations using timings
via assuming that a new conversation is initialized if the user
comes back after a long time.6

Residual Life Analysis. Here we further analyze on the data
distributions of residual life on these real-life cases. Each
thread is randomly cut into two parts: the history part, as ob-
servable context, and the future part, whose turn number is
considered as the residual life. For human-machine conversa-
tions, we let the last turn in history to come from the machine
and predicts how many human turns will be received. After-
wards, for each dataset, we study the residual life distributions
on training data and the results are displayed in Figure 2a. We
can observe a severe imbalance for varying numbers of future
turns. To understand the cause of such imbalance, in Figure
2b, we show the distributions of the total turn numbers, in-
cluding both the history and future turns in conversations.7

We observe that only a small proportion of conversations can
grow into lengthy discussions, which is consistent with the
discoveries from previous studies [5, 26]. Based on the data

4https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/search/overview/standard
5http://www.mpi-sws.org/ cristian/Echoes of power.html
6Assuming that users’ response time for inter-conversation and intra-

conversation turns satisfy two distinct Gaussian distributions, we assign the
time spans between a machine turn and the next human turn into two clus-
ters via Gaussian mixture model [25], one with smaller mean for inter-
conversation spans, and the other intra-conversation spans.

7Conversations ended in 1-2 turns are not considered for better display.
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Fig. 3: The hierarchical BiLSTM model for estimating resid-
ual life categories of conversations. Here h refers to final state
of their corresponding encoder cell.

distributions, we further determine our four residual life cat-
egories in the similar manner of [4] (used to separate “ac-
tive” and “inactive” discussions). Specifically, we order in-
stances by their residual life and divide them into four equal
segments. For all the four residual life categories, i.e., very
short, short, long, and very long, we determine their bound-
aries at 25%, 50%, and 75% of the instances in increasing
order according to future turn numbers. In doing so, we can
adapt residual life definitions to new data in varying distribu-
tions. Thus our framework can better fit diverse conversation
genres, whose residual life distributions might be very differ-
ent (as indicated by Figure 2a). For boundary cases, we assign
them to one side of categories if more instances are found in
the corresponding quantile.8

3. OUR MODEL FOR RESIDUAL LIFE ESTIMATION

To examine the conversation history for residual life estima-
tion, our model employs a hierarchical Bidirectional Long
Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) network [27] and jointly ex-
plores the content of turns and the structure of conversations.
Our overall architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.

Inputs and Outputs. Our model takes the input of a con-
versation xi formulated as the sequence of its history turns:
〈xi,1,xi,2, ...,xi,|xi|〉, where |xi| denotes the number of his-
tory turns in xi. Each turn xi,t in xi is formulated as a word
sequence 〈xi,t,1, xi,t,2, ..., xi,t,|xi,t|〉, where |xi,t| is the num-
ber of words in turn xi,t and xi,t,w denotes the w-th word in
turn xi,t. Our final output yi indicates the residual life cat-
egory of conversation xi, where yi ∈ {very short, short,
long, very long}.

8Boundary cases refer to instances shared in two adjacent quantiles. For
example, if instances with zero and one future turn each holds 18% of the
data. The instances with one future turn (at 25%) are the boundary cases for
the first two quantiles. We assign them to the second category, i.e., short
residual life, where 11

18
(over 50%) of the instances are found.
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Model Description. To jointly capture turn content and con-
versation structure, here we present our two BiLSTM models
in hierarchical structure, one for content modeling and the
other for structure modeling.

Content Modeling. The content representations are cap-
tured on turn level with a BiLSTM encoder, namely content
encoder. Given the conversation turn xi,t, each word xi,t,w is
represented as a embedding vector vi,t,w with an embedding
layer I(·), which is initialized by pre-trained embeddings and
updated in the training. vi,t,w is then fed into the content en-
coder and the learned representation is denoted as hc

i,t.
Structure Modeling. To learn structure representations for

xi, which indicate the interaction between adjacent turns in its
history, our model applies another BiLSTM, namely structure
encoder. Its t-th state takes the content representation of the
t-th turn xi,t as input and the learned structure representation
is denoted as hs

i .

Joint Prediction. Inspired by [28] (applying a multi-task
learner for keyphrase extraction), our model owns two types
of outputs in prediction layer and jointly tackles two tasks,
one predicts whether there will be new turns and the other es-
timates the fine-grained residual life category. In other words,
in addition to our final output yi to produce residual life cate-
gory, our model uses a binary output bi ∈ {ended, ongoing}
to indicate whether xi will carry on. In doing so, bi would
benefit to the prediction for conversations with many future
turns, such as the example in Figure 1, because the predic-
tion of bi = ongoing can strengthen the confidence of yi to
predict very long residual life for such conversations. For the
similar reason, bi can also help in predicting conversations
with very short residual life. Formally,

bi = softmax(hs
i ) (1)

where hs
i is the structure representation of xi. To coordinate

the two outputs, we first let hs
i to serve as the input for the

third BiLSTM to explore the hidden states ho
i . Then, we com-

pute the final output by:
yi = softmax(ho

i ) (2)
To further combine the joint effects of our two outputs,

we define our final objective function as:

L(Θ) = α

N∑
i=1

d(bi, b̂i) + (1− α)

N∑
i=1

d(yi, ŷi) (3)

where L(·) is our loss function, Θ is the set of parameters, α
is a hyperparameter for trading off the two effects, N denotes
the count of instances, d(x,y) is the divergence measure be-
tween x and y (here we use cross entropy), and b̂i and ŷi
denote the gold-standard category labels.

4. EXPERIMENTS

Setup. Here we describe how we setup our experiment.
Data Preprocessing. For English datasets, i.e., Twitter,

Movie, and Wiki, we used Stanford NLP toolkit [29] for tok-

(a) Twitter (b) ChatbotCN

Fig. 4: F1 scores for the conversations with varying residual
life categories. Horizontal axis: residual life categories from
very short to very long. Vertical axis: F1 scores (%). For
each category, from left to right shows the results of BiLSTM
(Last turn), BiLSTM (All turns), H-BiLSTM (One output),
and H-BiLSTM (Two outputs).

enization and lemmatization.9 For Chinese (ChatbotCN), we
applied NLPIR tool [30] for Chinese word segmentation.10

Comparison Models. We first consider a weak baseline
majority vote (assigning the major labels in training set to
all the test instances). Then, we employ logistic regression
(LR) [31] and support vector machine (SVM) [32] with fea-
tures proposed in [4] and [5]. For LR and SVM, we test
two versions: one with features extracted from the last turn
(henceforth LR (Last turn) and SVM (Last turn)), and the
other from the entire history (henceforth LR (All turns) and
SVM (All turns)). Similar models are built with BiLSTM:
BiLSTM (last turn) and BiLSTM (All turns), where the latter
model takes a long word sequence constructed by chronolog-
ically ordered turns in conversation history.

In addition, we compare with a variant of our model, i.e.,
H-BiLSTM (One output), which contains only one output for
predicting a conversation’s residual life category. For conve-
nience, our full model with two outputs (bi and yi) will be
referred to as H-BiLSTM (Two outputs).

Model Settings. All hyperparameters are turned on de-
velopment sets by grid search. For BiLSTM models, we set
their state size of each direction to 150, RMSProp [33] as the
optimizer for parameter updating, and the trade-off parame-
ter α to 0.5 for balancing bi and yi. Pre-trained embeddings
are used. For Twitter, we employ the embeddings learned
from a collection of 99M tweets. For Wiki and Movie, we
use the embeddings released by [34].11. For Chinese Chat-
botCN dataset, word embeddings are pre-trained on 467M
posts from Weibo (a Chinese social media platform). We also
tested embeddings pre-trained with standard RoberTa, which
didn’t provide much performance gain. It is probably because
non-trivial designs are needed to adapt them to social media
data (noisy and colloquial), which is beyond the scope of this
paper and we leave the adaption work to future studies.

Residual Life Estimation Results. We show the main com-
parison results for residual life categorization in Table 2,
where we report accuracy and average F1 scores for the four

9https://github.com/stanfordnlp/CoreNLP
10https://github.com/NLPIR-team/NLPIR
11https://spinningbytes.com/resources/word-embeddings/
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Twitter Movie Wiki ChatbotCN
F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc

Comparison models
Majority Vote 13.3 36.3 11.2 28.8 10.9 27.8 12.0 31.6
LR (Last turn) 22.0 25.8 24.8 28.1 27.8 31.9 24.1 25.2
LR (All turns) 26.7 27.2 28.4 31.1 32.7 36.9 30.2 35.3
SVM (Last turn) 17.5 36.8 9.7 23.8 17.4 29.7 21.1 24.4
SVM (All turns) 25.1 35.0 28.9 33.1 32.8 39.9 24.6 26.9
BiLSTM (Last turn) 30.2 30.3 28.6 29.3 33.2 36.3 25.7 25.9
BiLSTM (All turns) 36.7 35.6 36.2 37.4 42.0 45.2 39.5 39.6

Our models
H-BiLSTM (One output) 40.1 41.0 44.2 49.0 45.6 54.5 45.0 47.5
H-BiLSTM (Two outputs) 41.1 42.1 46.9 49.3 53.2 64.3 46.2 48.0

Table 2: Classification results of the four categories of resid-
ual life, where Acc refers to accuracy and F1 denotes the av-
erage F1 scores over the four residual life categories (%).

possible outcomes. The following observations are drawn:
• Manually-crafted features are not enough. SVM or

LR models with manually-crafted features yield generally
worse results than neural models. It means that conversa-
tions’ residual life estimation is challenging and impossible
to rely on hand-coded features or rules.
• History information is important. LR and SVM per-

form better when they are combined with rich history fea-
tures. Similar observations can be seen for neural models
where H-BiLSTM and BiLSTM (All turns) produce better re-
sults than BiLSTM (Last turn), which only relies on the con-
tent of the last turn.
• Jointly modeling of content and structure is effective.

By jointly learning representations from turn content and con-
versation structure, the H-BiLSTM models achieve better re-
sults than the BiLSTM (All turns) model. This demonstrates
that both turn content and conversation structure are useful in
indicating residual life of conversations.
• Multi-task learning helps each other. The results of

H-BiLSTM (Two outputs) are better than H-BiLSTM (One
output) on all datasets. This indicates the effectiveness to
simultaneously tackle the two tasks with shared parameters,
because they are highly related to each other.

To further investigate the model performance over vary-
ing residual life categories, we select four models: BiLSTM
(Last turn), BiLSTM (All turns), H-BiLSTM (One output),
and our H-BiLSTM (Two outputs), given relatively better per-
formance in Table 2. Their F1 scores in predicting residual
life ranging from very short to very long are shown in Fig-
ure 4. We see the two H-BiLSTM models have consistently
better performance than others, which again shows the joint
effects of content and structure to conversations’ residual life.
We also find that the H-BiLSTM (Two outputs) tends to out-
perform H-BiLSTM (One output) for conversations with very
short and very long residual life. The possible reason is that
the “yes” prediction of new turns (bi = ongoing) helps in-
crease model’s confidence to predict very long residual life
for conversations, so does the very short cases.

Effects of Conversation History. Results in the previous dis-

(a) Gold-standard Results (b) Predicted Results
Fig. 5: Heatmaps showing the turn number correlations of
history and future in Twitter conversations. The left one
shows the gold-standard results and the right one shows the
predictions. Horizontal axis: the # of history turns. Vertical
axis: the category of residual life where VS, S, L, and VL in-
dicates very short, short, long, and very long residual life.
Darker color in (x, y) indicates more conversation instances
containing x turns in the history and y turns in the future.

cussions show the usefulness of conversation history. Here we
take Twitter conversations as an example to further analyze
how it affects the residual life.

First, we quantitatively analyze the residual life distri-
butions for conversations with varying turns in their history.
Such distributions are visualized via the heatmaps in Figure 5.
The left one shows the gold-standard distributions and the
right the results predicted by our H-BiLSTM (Two outputs)
model. Their similar color patterns demonstrate that our pre-
dicted distributions roughly fit with the real. We also observe
that for a dark grid in the gold-standard heatmap, its upper
or lower neighbor of the corresponding grid in the predicted
heatmap tends to be highlighted. This shows the particular
challenge to distinguish adjacent categories, such as short
and very short residual life.

From the gold-standard heatmap, we also find something
interesting. For the conversation history ≥ 5 turns, there are
two possible outcomes indicated by the darkest grids: very
short or very long residual life. This implies that most con-
versations with a long history either end soon (maybe because
users get tired of being engaged) or they would possibly grow
into heated debates and thus have very long residual life. Dif-
ferently, for the conversations with only one history turn, they
tend to have long residual life because these conversations are
in relatively early stages.

To better understand how the history and residual life are
related, we conduct a case study on the Twitter conversation
in Figure 1. Recall that the conversation ,with a tenor of argu-
ment, does not end until nine turns later, whose residual life
should be categorized as very long. The BiLSTM (All turns)
outputs short for it because it is unable to explore conversa-
tion structure and capture the argumentative fashion presented
by turn interactions. BiLSTM (Last turn) yields a closer an-
swer with long residual life. It may notices the rhetorical
question in the last turn “Don’t you get that?”. Such content
is likely to move a discussion forward and ignored by BiL-
STM (All turns) entrapped with other information. By exam-
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(a) Twitter (b) ChatbotCN

Fig. 6: Estimation accuracies given varying granularity of
residual life (%). Historical axis: the total number of cate-
gories. Vertical axis: the corresponding accuracy. H-BiLSTM
(Two outputs) performs consistently better.

ining turn interactions, H-BiLSTM (One output) also predict
long residual life as it learns useful features from conversa-
tion structure. Nevertheless, only H-BiLSTM (Two outputs)
successfully predicts very long residual life, because the pre-
diction of ongoing from bi makes it become more confident
to predict very long residual life.

Residual Life in Varying Granularity. In the aforemen-
tioned discussions, we focus on residual life with four cat-
egories. Here we discuss the estimation results on varying
granularity of residual life categories. To this end, we test
the performance of SVM (All turns), BiLSTM (Last turn),
and our H-BiLSTM (Two outputs) when estimating residual
life with two to six categories (defined similarly in prelimi-
naries). The accuracies on Twitter and ChatbotCN are shown
in Figure 6, where the parallel decrease curves indicate the
increasing difficulty to estimate residual life categories with
finer granularity. We also find that our H-BiLSTM (Two out-
puts) produces consistently better accuracies and shows its
effectiveness to estimate varying residual life granularity.

Residual Life vs. Response Selection. To provide more
insights, here we present a preliminary discussion on the cor-
relation between the estimated residual life and the manually
annotated quality of responses. To this end, we first follow the
procedure in [35] to collect a 10K prompt-response pairs from
Weibo, where a prompt-reply pair refers to a Weibo post and
one of its replies. We then invite two experienced annotators
to label the quality of each reply as bad and good, where bad
replies are off-topic or incoherent to the prompt, and good
should be assigned to on-topic and interesting responses.
Later, for each quality level, we sample 1K responses with
the corresponding label agreed by both annotators. Based on
these selected data, we apply our H-BiLSTM (Two outputs)
trained on the ChatbotCN dataset to estimate the residual life
of conversations with two turns in history, i.e., a prompt and
its reply. We then measure the proportions of bad and good
responses with varying predicted categories for their residual
life. In the results, less than 10% of the instances are pre-
dicted to have long or short residual life. It may be ascribed
to the difficulty to distinguish these two categories from oth-
ers given such short history with two turns. For the rest two
categories, i.e., very short and very long residual life, we
show the results in Figure 7. As can be seen, our model tends

Fig. 7: The proportions of bad and good responses predicted
to have very long (VL) and very short (VS) residual life (%).
For each category, the upper and lower bar shows the results
for bad and good responses, respectively.

to estimate longer residual life for responses with better qual-
ity. The observation implies that the estimated residual life
may serve as automatic annotations for response quality and
useful features to train dialogue systems.

5. RELATED WORK

In previous work, there are studies analyzing the number of
retweets or replies for social media messages [4, 15, 14, 36,
37], which focus on human engagements on social media and
measuring various of features. Distinguished from these stud-
ies, our work does not rely on a labor-intensive process of
feature engineering and provides an alternative with neural
models for this task. More importantly, in addition to human-
human conversations, we also investigate the residual life for
human-machine conversations as well as its application on di-
alogue response selection for chatbots, which is, to our best
knowledge, the very first research of its kind. Although there
are recent studies on thread ending posts on social media [5],
they only investigate binary prediction of ended conversa-
tions. Different from them, we focus on fine-grained cate-
gorization of future turn numbers, which is beyond a simple
“yes or no” answer to whether new turns will be received.

Our work is also related to state tracking in conversa-
tions [38], e.g., the prediction of user engagement degree [39,
40, 41, 42]. These studies measure speech features and in-
volve human annotation for engagement degree. Instead, our
approach does not require such features and can be conducted
without manually annotated labels, which enables its ability
to be scaled for large datasets.

6. CONCLUSION

We have presented a framework for estimating four cate-
gories of conversations’ residual life, corresponding to vary-
ing stages in conversation progress. To tackle this task,
a hierarchical neural model has been proposed to jointly
learn representations from the content of each turn and the
structure of turn interactions. Experimental results on both
human-human and human-machine conversations show that
our model is able to capture indicative features from conver-
sation history and thus give superior performance. A further
study shows the potential of the predicted residual life in
benefiting response quality annotation for chatbots.
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